Multi-functional magnetic nanoparticles as an effective drug carrier for the controlled anti-tumor treatment.
Because of the complications and mutability of cancers, combination of chemotherapy and other therapy with multi-mechanisms would be a bright future for the treatment of cancer. Thus, development of multi-functional tumor-targeted drug delivery systems with two or more than two functions should be of great significance. In the study, the Fe3O4@C nanoparticles linked with thermoresponsive copolymer (MTC-NPs) were synthesized, after that, the magnetic properties and photothermal effects of MTC NPs were evaluated. Compared to the pure water, MTC-NPs absorbed more energy and transform it into heat under the 808 nm laser irradiation, and the temperature could increase over 60℃. In addition, the grafted copolymer with coil-to-globule transition acts as a gatekeeper for the temperature-controlled release of mitoxantrone molecules. The super paramagnetic behavior of MTC-NPs certified by the hysteresis loop gives a negligible coercivity at room temperature. Both in vitro and in vivo studies confirmed that the synergistic combination of magnetic targeting, drug controlled release, and thermochemotherapy improve the anti-tumor efficacy with lower side effects. This nanoparticle is a great potential drug carrier in anti-tumor drugs, which can improve the effect of hyperthermia, increase target distribution in tumor, and enhance curative effect for tumor while reducing normal tissue toxicity.